Whatever is appropriate for you as to the level that
you are engaged within and what areas you are
existing within and the process of energy patterns
you are being aligned with as you open yourself to
allow this to engage more deeply into the active
processes within you.
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Lani again with you. Are you ready? Are you ready
to come on this journey? As you breathe in and
breathe out everything of the world around you, you
are breathing in light which gives attention to your
consciousness body, your field of consciousness,
that exists as a body of light, and it is the body of
light which assembles, gathers together with the
group in the receiving area of the Station of Light.
You may feel it is drawing you into closer alignment
with some higher level of existence. You may feel it
is drawing you into a space where you are directly
receiving flows of energy and information through
our central sun in our known solar system, or you
may feel you are somewhere stationed just above
Earth, above where the satellites are. I am sure it
will be made known to you your exact positioning
where you choose to align with the station and your
presence within the station, and this is where it is.

“We are with you, initially Orem addressing you,
gathering you into this space once more, as we
assess you. We assess your energy field. Through
the energy field we also assess your physicality
circumstances and changes. This is what you bring
into the Station at this time. We assess you as we
draw you to be within the energetic flow, or beam,
which clears your energy field of all of that data and
energy systems you have accumulated.
This is essential at this time to continue the
activation and strengthening of the active circuits in
your vibrational frequency which allows you to be
more consciously present into the higher
dimensions of existence. In effect, you are again
filling yourself up with the energy and information
that is required where you are positioned in your
lifestyle, and in this way you are automatically
receiving updates of energy, of sequences of
change and you are automatically aligned with the
dimensional portals that are allowing more of this
change to come into you, through you and into the
Earth as it is positioned,
You already are experiencing the change, perhaps
in a way that you feel Earth is being held in a beam
of light and is being moved or going through a
transition process. You are caught up in that, of
course you are embraced in that. You are
embraced in the energy transition as you are
receiving this where you are presently conscious
where you are with us. There is ongoing movement.
You are more aware of this because of the
alignment process occurring, shifting you into this
greater alignment, into a pattern where you may
experience a physical transportation, a physical
movement shift.

Indeed, it may appear to you that you are present
in this presentation into a different environment, a
greater expanded environment, and there is
movement you are aware of already. The
movement is exciting you, it is energizing you to be
more active in this energy field you are resonating
with. You are coexisting in this energy field with
higher aspects of you and with energy Beings you
resonate with. There is a great deal that has been
and is being prepared for you. It is not a definite
delineation because of the dimensional fields
existing which are overlapping, which are moving
and exchanging energy fields information with you.
In this way we are telling you there is no past
present or future. It is existing now, but your focus
and attention is existing into the variation which is
an expansion and upliftment of the civilization
currently you experience on Earth.
More often you will be visually identifying the new
patterns of existence – new bridgework, new
dwellings of a higher vibrational frequency pattern.
Are you tuning into this to receive it? You will
initially be seeing the merging and emerging of the
manifested areas we are referring to. The
importance of bringing this to your attention is so
that you readily adapt to the higher field of
functioning. This does not necessarily mean you
adapt to the programming that is currently affecting
you on Earth. This means that you are taking the
opportunity to disengage from that and you are
taking the opportunity to step into the more
activated higher frequency pattern of existence. It
is already there. You are already there. We keep
reminding you of this, so you may find you need to
mentally switch the patterns if you feel you are reengaging into the lower field vibration. You have the
capacity to choose to engage the higher field that
you naturally resonate with.

It is what you chose to bring in and as we refer to
this, be aware that you again are stepping through
the portal that positions you into all of the
commissioned Beings of the Galactic Federation
and everything that is involved in that. You
automatically identify yourself as part of that
network of Beings. The communication field is what
is available to you when you move through this
open portal that you already are aligned with - you
are already within it and through it. It is the next
expansion of consciousness and consciousness is
manifesting the establishment of the dimensional
existence within you, through you, around you.

In that sense you are the vehicle, you are the
visualizer, you are converting it into images that
could be seen and shared with others. This is all
part of your higher functioning energetic existence.
As part of this viewing there is a pattern of order.
We remind you of this. The order of the higher
functioning field of Creation. This brings you back
again to your original purpose and you are
renewing that and you will be aware that you now
have activated a higher field of potential that was
within your original pattern of existence and this is
being brought forward to you now - the intention of
upliftment into a pattern of higher order.

Some of you could be experiencing a continual
alignment and adjustment that you may feel
emotionally or physically throughout you. As you
identify that as being part of the reconnection into
the higher field frequency pattern, then the stressful
areas dissolve away and clearness becomes more
apparent. This is the opportunity that you are taking
which is available. This is your choice that you are
taking and making, so it is in this lightfull way that
this session is presented to you in this immersion.
As you continually re-immerse yourself into this
higher field pattern, you will feel that the area of the
Station expands to incorporate Earth, to bring in the
newer realisations and patterns for you to be
existing within and around. Remember – it is more
than just your current life pattern and the current
existence as Earth is. You are moving into a
different energetic phase of that pattern.

You will also be aware that there are many ones
you know who have decided to ignore the higher
pattern and who are releasing the current body
form, realizing that it is not the right vehicle for them
to exist in and they may already be choosing a new
body form to exist in the next field, the dimensional
civilization already existing. The transitions can be
free and smoothe and easily achieved out of the
current physical circumstances of the body. That is
a choice as well, attended by many of the Galactic
Beings, the extra-dimensional ones who are
companions to all, who oversee the shifts and
changes. There are many layers in this other
dimensional existence. You are aware of those
layers.

We are simply presenting it to you, through words,
through visualization techniques. If you prefer to
see it on a visual screen – perceive this now.
Perceive the screens that have come up to show
you in a picture form, in a multi-dimensional field
where you automatically adjust your perception to
see through different layers of the change. In many
of the control centres here this is how it is
perceived, but it is perceived through the
awareness of the Beings who are operating the
energetic field screens. If you liken yourself to one
of those operators then you also perceive in the
same way. You do not need specific gear, or a
container, or a vehicle.

We bring your focus and attention back into your
higher light body frequency pattern, existing in that
always and so you have the functioning and ability
to upgrade the functioning of your current existence
so you bring in the higher pattern within the physical
body. This is for you to know and experience.
Bring all of this back into your presence here in the
receiving area of this Station of Light in this
dimensional sphere of existence. You are well
loved and acknowledged as you allow all of this to
be implemented in you and through you. We
acknowledge this, Beloved, in you.

Orem out “

“Thank you, Orem. I am Ulea at this time observing
you again, preparing you to bring all of this deeply
into your physical existence, into the physical plane
of Earth, as you are aware of it, and you are also
bringing in your awareness of your experience of
the expanded energetic field of existence. You
already are doing this as you allow this to be
maintained.

Ulea out “
As Ulea leaves, this is over to
me as Lani to physically bring
you back with the physical
voice back into your physical
form, back into the time, the
date, your location, and I do
the same for myself as I bring
myself back to my location in
Auckland, New Zealand.
Remember all of this, remember the choices you
made and continue to make. Bring in this higher
order and connection and you are so well loved and
supported as you do this.
Thank you. I end this session through the Omega
Communications Portal. Fully ground yourself now
and feel the shift taking place, feel the light that fills
you and all around you.
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